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The nuclear matrix is an operationally deﬁned nuclear skeletal structure that is believed to be involved in many nuclear functions including DNA replication, transcription, repair, and pre-
mRNA processing/transport. Until relatively recently, the nuclear matrix was thought to be a rigid and static structure, but it is now thought to be dynamic. This paradigm shift was based in part on the tracking of the intranuclear movement of proteins tagged with ﬂuorochromes. In this review, we attempt to redeﬁne the nuclear matrix in light of recent ﬁndings and describe some useful techniques for the dynamic analysis of nuclear function.
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N ot everything that changes continuously is alive,but all living things continue to change until they die. Naturally, therefore, we cannot truly understand life without considering the dimension of time. Changes in the position of objects can be easily traced by light-
mediated observations. More than just movement can be monitored, however. Methods based on electromagnetic or sonic waves have been used to analyze molecular interactions, and may one day be used to monitor every event occurring in living organisms. At present, how-
ever, real-time analysis is not always possible. Instead,
one must reconstitute a dynamic picture, just as in stop motion animation, from the data collected at multiple time points. This is a laborious method for making a high time-resolution picture, but it is essential for a crucial understanding of living processes.
The nuclear matrix is a dynamic nuclear compartment
 
Presence of some substrate or skeletal structure inside the cell nucleus had long been postulated without solid evidence. In 1974, Berezney and Coﬀey biochemically isolated a nuclear fraction having the appearance of such a structure and named it the nuclear matrix［1］. In addition to the nuclear matrix, other similar structures have since been isolated using diﬀerent procedures and named the nuclear scaﬀold［2］, nucleoskeleton［3］,
karyoskeleton［4］, and nuclear endoskeleton［5］. There have been critical discussions, however, as to whether the nuclear matrix is a physiological entity［6］. The most serious argument is that the nuclear matrix may contain an artifactual precipitation of nuclear proteins caused by unphysiological conditions applied to nuclei［7］.
The nuclear space demarcated by nuclear lamina can be divided into 2 compartments, the chromosome territory and the remaining space, or interchromatin domain(ICD)
［8］. The chromosome territory is either highly conden-
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sed(heterochromatin)or largely dispersed(euchromatin).
Heterochromatin is usually found in the peripheral area of the nucleus and transcriptionally inactive, whereas active-
ly transcribed genes are located in the euchromatic region.
In a modern interpretation, the ICD is an equivalent of the nuclear matrix when observed in unfractionated nuclei or in living cells (Fig. 1). Biochemical puriﬁcation of chromatin from isolated nuclei removes most of the proteins contained in the ICD compartment. In contrast,
the preparative procedure of the nuclear matrix involves nuclease and high salt treatments that remove chromatin and other soluble nuclear proteins［9］. An important fact worth mentioning here is that even proteins soluble in nature become insoluble to varying degrees by the factors applied to nuclei during the matrix preparation, resulting in the presence of proteins in the nuclear matrix prepara-
tions. These factors include mild heat (37-42°C)［2,
10］, Cu?［2, 11］, sulfhydryl cross-linker［12］, and highly concentrated monovalent salts such as 2 M NaCl
［13］, which otherwise seems unlikely to induce protein precipitation. Similarly, salting-out eﬀects may not be ignored with 0.25 M ammonium sulfate, which is used frequently to extract chromatin［14］. Thus, it is not surprising that the use of diﬀerent preparation procedures results in nuclear matrixes of diﬀerent compositions. In an over simpliﬁed view, all the nuclear proteins other than those associated with chromatin can be considered nuclear matrix proteins. Copuriﬁcation of a certain protein with the nuclear matrix may not be signiﬁcant in itself, unless accompanied by other ﬁndings. Whether or not the nuclear matrix contains a stable ﬁlamentous structure,
such as a cytoskeleton, remains to be established(how-
ever, see［15, 16］). It is tempting to assume a network-
like structure that ﬁlls the entire nucleus and serves as a scaﬀold for the functional assembly of proteins.
The nuclear compartment corresponding to the nuclear matrix is inevitably a crowded space(Fig. 1)in which RNA is transcribed, spliced, and transported into the cytoplasm, and DNA is replicated and repaired. It is also a passenger concourse for proteins going in and out of the nucleus through the nuclear pore complex. In addition,
this compartment contains so-called nuclear bodies, such as promyelocytic leukemia(PML)bodies, Cajal bodies,
nuclear speckles, and transient foci or factories in that functional proteins become assembled depending on cellu-
lar physiological states, e.g., growth, diﬀerentiation, or stress［17, 18］. This view is consistent with a number of previous reports showing plausible connections between the nuclear matrix and multiple nuclear functions
［9］.
It is already common knowledge that macromolecules such as protein or RNA can move around within the nuclear space by simple thermal diﬀusion at an unexpect-
edly high rate［19］. The time required for traveling from the center to the periphery of a nucleus is several seconds for an average-sized monomeric protein and only several minutes even for a large complex such as a spliceosome or ribosome. Although molecules interacting with chromatin move more slowly, the nuclear lamina and core histones are the only nuclear structures that are known to be almost immobile. A logical consequence here is that most of the proteins in the matrix compartment are not
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Fig.1  Schematic representation of nuclear compartments.
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ﬁrmly restrained. DNA topoisomerase II［20］, a protein once believed to be a structural component of the nuclear matrix［21］, is no exception, as it has been shown recently by ﬂuorescence recovery after photobleaching
(FRAP) of green ﬂuorescent protein (GFP)-fused topoisomerase II［22］. The 2 isoforms of vertebrate topoisomerase II,αandβ, both showed a relatively high diﬀusion rate in interphase nuclei, and a rapid exchange was observed between the molecules localized in the nucleolus and nucleoplasm. As reported previously［23］,
only topoisomerase IIαwas associated with metaphase chromosomes, but it showed a rapid movement, as in interphase, distributing over the entire chromosome without localization to the chromosome axial region where the chromosome scaﬀold is located. These results are not compatible with the previous model in which topoisomer-
ase II, as a stable resident of the nuclear skeletal struc-
ture, binds to the scaﬀold attachment region (SAR)or matrix attachment region (MAR) to organize nuclear DNA into looped chromatin domains［24］. Furthermore,
in vivo observation of the cells containing an exogenous DHFR gene attached to a tandem repeat of the lac operator sequence (used for visualization by a ﬂuorochrome-labeled repressor) ﬂanked by 2 MARs showed that the distribution of MARs in the metaphase chromosome was surprisingly homogeneous［25］, sug-
gesting that the chromatid is formed through hierarchical folding of subunit ﬁbers. Therefore, the situation is more complex than in the radial loop model［26］, in which chromatin loops stick out from the chromosome axis where SARs are clustered. A simpliﬁed scheme for these models is shown in Fig. 2.
MAR as a localization signal
 
If the concept of a nuclear compartment is to be substituted for that of a nuclear skeleton, then the statement“MARs mediate the binding of chromatin loops with the nuclear matrix”would be better expressed as
“MARs and associated proteins retain the loop base in the matrix compartment”. Since association between MARs and MAR-binding proteins is a reversible reaction,
MARs are assumed to shuttle between the chromatin compartment and the matrix compartment. Thus, MARs can serve as a signal for partitioning a particular segment of chromatin between these compartments.
MARs are generally AT-rich noncoding sequences longer than 300 bp［27］. Tens of thousands of sequences
 
per genome, without sequence similarities, are estimated to operate as MARs. In terms of sequences per se,
MARs are not conserved between species, but their genomic locations with respect to genes are relatively well conserved［28］. Varieties of proteins are known to bind MARs. MAR-binding proteins have been identiﬁed by competitive binding between labeled MAR probes and unlabeled nonspeciﬁc DNA such as E. coli DNA. These proteins usually show less aﬃnity to DNA(MAR)than do DNA-binding proteins with high sequence speciﬁcity
［29］. It also appears that highly conserved orthologues are not present in lower eukaryotes. The most character-
istic feature of the interaction between MARs and their binding proteins is that the low aﬃnity of individual proteins is greatly enhanced through the cooperative interaction between the proteins bound to multiple sites within MARs. This eﬀect is also called mass binding
［30］, and it plays a fundamental role in the formation of nuclear architectural components, such as chromosome bands and epigenetic-silencing domains.
MAR-binding proteins in gene regulation
 
MAR-binding proteins, when complexed with MARs,
may recruit and retain the ﬂanking DNA segments in the matrix compartment. They can also interact with other proteins to form larger complexes, serving as a nucleation center for the formation of speciﬁc functional domains
(Fig. 1). We describe here 2 examples of gene regulation
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Fig. 2  Models for the structural organization of chromatid. A,
Simple radial loop model. B, Hierarchical folding model. Filled circles show MARs.
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in which the interplay between MARs and their binding proteins appears to be important.
SAF-A/SP120/hnRNP U,ﬁrst recognized as one of the components of the heterogeneous nuclear RNA-
protein(hnRNP)complex［31］, was later shown to bind with MARs selectively［32, 33］. It is a multifunctional protein with a MAR-binding region at the N-terminus and an RNA-binding region enriched with Arg and Gly(RGG box)at the C-terminus (Fig. 3). It binds cooperatively with typical AT-rich MARs by recognizing the minor groove of AT tracts, which is narrower than average B form DNA［34］. A sequence motif consisting of 31 residues with a characteristic Leu repeat in the MAR-
binding domain of SAF-A/SP120 is called a SAF box
［35］. A similar region known as the SAP domain has been identiﬁed in several nuclear proteins(SAP stands for SAF-A, acinus, and PIAS1)［36］. Under forced expression, SAF-A/SP120 colocalizes with glucocor-
ticoid receptor in the nucleus and suppresses the dexamethasone-dependent expression of a reporter gene
［37］. SAF-A/SP120 associated with the MAR of［the］
transcriptionally inactive topoisomerase I gene was shown to have a physical contact with the coactivator/
acetyltransferase p300, and this contact is probably responsible for the observed hyperacetylation of histone H3 adjacent to the MAR［38］. When active transcription begins, the histone acetylation propagates to other regions of the topoisomerase I gene, implying that the initial acetylation around the MAR may be a preparatory step for the transcriptional initiation. An unexpected ﬁnding is that SAF-A/SP120 is concentrated on the inactivated X chromosome［39］, which is covered with a noncoding RNA transcribed from the XIST gene locus on the same chromosome［40］. The RNA-binding domain(RGG box)of SAF-A/SP120 was shown to be involved in the binding with XIST RNA and required for this pattern of localization. The C-terminal region contain-
ing the RGG box is also essential for the binding to glucocorticoid receptor and p300. SAF-A/SP120 prob-
ably has multiple competitive binding partners, including undiscovered ones, and thus performs a variety of regulatory functions by recruiting MARs to diﬀerent subregions of the matrix compartment.
While SAF-A/SP120 is a ubiquitous protein expres-
sed in most tissues, SATB1 is a typical tissue-speciﬁc MAR-binding protein mainly expressed in the thymus
［41］. The nucleotide sequence recognized by SATB1 is also enriched with A and T, GC-skewed (1 strand contains C but not G), and easily dissociated into single strands［42］. In mice with a disrupted SATB1 gene, the temporal and spatial expression patterns of many genes were found to be abnormal［43］. Analysis of the IL-2Rα
gene, which is ectopically transcribed in SATB1-deﬁcient mice, revealed that, in normal mice, SATB1 bound to its binding sequence in the IL-2Rαgene locus represses the transcription of the IL-2Rαgene by recruiting the histone deacetylase(HDAC1)in a chromatin remodeling complex called NURD, and thereby induces a hypoacetylated state over a large genomic region［44］. In another gene locus,
about 10kb of the genomic region ﬂanking a SATB1-
binding site shows the histone code pattern associated with active transcription(acetylated histone H3 K9/K14 and methylated histone H3 K4), whereas in SATB1-
knockout mice, K9 of histone H3 is methylated, indicat-
ing that the region is under a repressed state of transcrip-
tion［45］. Thus, SATB1 appears to control the chromatin structure of considerably large genomic regions by acting as a platform to which diﬀerent remodeling complexes that either activate or suppress gene expression are recruited.
Quantitative determination of the partition ratio of genomic segments between matrix and chromatin compartments
 
After extraction of chromatin proteins with a high concentration of a salt (such as 2 M NaCl), the nuclei adopt a so-called nuclear halo conﬁguration, in which nuclear DNA sticks out from the residual structure
(nuclear matrix) in the form of negatively supercoiled loops (Fig. 4A). In this form, nuclear DNA can be fractionated into matrix-associated DNA and loop DNA by treating the halo with restriction enzymes. The con-
ventional procedure for identifying MARs has been Southern blotting after gel-separation of these DNA
 
Fig. 3  Domain structure of SAF-A/SP120/hnRNP U. Domains designated:LR, Leu repeat with MAR-binding activity;EDA, Glu-
Asp-Ala rich;NBF, nucleotide binding fold(putative ATPase domain);
RGG, Arg-Gly rich domain with RNA-binding activity. The positions of the nuclear localization signal(NLS)and caspase-target sites(arrow-
heads)are also indicated.
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fractions for comparing the relative hybridization signal intensities between these fractions, using radiolabeled probes complementary to the genomic region of interest.
Once the genomic DNA sequence has been determined, it should be possible, using real-time PCR technology, to quickly obtain more quantitative results on any genomic portions using smaller amounts of sample.
In a typical scheme employing this approach, an optimal restriction enzyme is ﬁrst selected by considering the genomic range to be analyzed, and then primer pairs are set between the restriction sites (Fig. 4B). The partition ratio R?/R?can be calculated from the initial target concentrations in the matrix DNA and loop DNA fractions that are determined by quantitative PCR
(qPCR). When this type of analysis is performed at multiple time points in the cells under various conditions,
such as cell division or diﬀerentiation, a dynamic picture of the association between a particular genomic region and the matrix compartment will emerge. We have used this procedure together with other qPCR-based methods for probing the higher-order structure of chromatin to analyze the role of topoisomerase IIβin the transcriptional induc-
tion of diﬀerentiation-related genes［46］. We found a topoisomerase IIβ-dependent enrichment of the genomic segment containing the induced genes in the matrix compartment(unpublished results).
The higher partition ratio R?/R?denotes the higher aﬃnity of the genomic segment in question towards the matrix compartment. More quantitative analysis becomes possible when a simple binding equilibrium is assumed between free MAR(M), its binding protein(B), and their complex (MB)(see equation 1 in Fig. 4 C). The ratio R?/R?is equal to the product of the binding constant K and the concentration of the free binding protein［B］
under these conditions (equation 4 in Fig. 4 C). This relationship appears to roughly hold if 10?-10?molecules of the MAR-binding protein are present per nucleus and the mass binding eﬀect is operating. Temporal changes in the partition ratio are caused either by cooperative recruit-
ment of MAR-binding proteins at the locus or by some structural modiﬁcations occurring on MAR or on the protein.
Detection of physical interaction between distant chromosomal loci
 
MARs at the base of chromatin loops can be placed close to each other(Fig. 1). For quantitative estimation
 
of the physical distance between remote sites on the primary sequence, a subtle method called chromosome conformation capture(3 C)was developed［47］. Adjacent chromatin regions in isolated nuclei are ﬁrst cross-linked with formaldehyde through proteins in close contact(Fig.
5A). Nuclei are then digested with appropriate restriction enzymes followed by partial solubilization of chromatin fragments and dispersion by dilution. After ligation of DNA fragments held in proximity (equivalent to intramolecular ligation reaction), cross-links are reversed by heat treatment, and cross-linking frequencies between diﬀerent sites are deduced from the ampliﬁcation eﬃciency of qPCR with various combinations of primers on the genomic region to be analyzed.
Dekker et al. used S. cerevisiae as a model organism and applied this method to detect the disappearance of centromere clustering in meiosis and the diﬀerential inter-
action between homologous and nonhomologous chromo-
somes, demonstrating that 3 C can be used for quantita-
tive analysis of nuclear dynamics that is well reﬂected by cytological observations. They set PCR primers at 13 sites on chromosome III (about 320kb in length, shown by a simpliﬁed scheme in Fig. 5B) of haploid cells arrested at G1 phase and performed PCR with every primer combination (78 pairs) to generate a matrix of cross-linking frequency between the sites(Fig. 5 C). The matrix was then transformed into a matrix of spatial distance between the sites, and ﬁnally, a three dimen-
sional model of chromosome III could be constructed
(Fig. 5D). Although the resulting image represents an averaged structure in time, it clearly shows the skewed-
ring appearance of the chromosome,with telomeres at the ends being positioned close to each other. In addition,
when parameters were calculated separately for sub-
regions of the chromosome (they used a mathematical model in which chromosomes were simulated by elastic sticks), the relatively AT-rich central portion was shown to be straighter than the outer portions that are rich in G and C.
The following study utilized the 3 C method eﬀectively. On the 87A7 heat shock locus of Drosophila melanogaster, 2 hsp70 genes are placed head-to-head and are embraced by boundary DNA elements, scs and scs’,
about 15kb apart from the hsp70 genes［48］. The 2 elements have been shown to bind to speciﬁc proteins,
Zw5 to scs and BEAF to scs’［49, 50］. Chromatin immunoprecipitation with antibody against Zw5 showed that not only the scs but also the scs’sequence was
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 Fig.5  Probing the interaction of distant sites on chromosome(3C). A, Outline of the experimental procedure. B, An example with yeast chromosome. PCR primer sites(shown by arrows)were designed considering the positions relative to restriction sites(not shown). C, Matrix of cross-linking frequency derived from the ampliﬁcation eﬃciency on qPCR. These frequencies can be translated into spatial distances by using a mechanical model of DNA. D, A 3D model of the chromosome generated after further mathematical processing.
Fig.4  Interaction between MARs and the matrix compartment. A, Outline of the experimental procedure for separating nuclear DNA into matrix-associated and loop DNA fractions. B, A typical result. Restriction sites and PCR primers are depicted by arrowheads and paired arrows, respectively. R?/R?represents the partition ratio of the PCR targets between the matrix(M)and loop(L)DNA fractions. R?/R?is equivalent to the product of the following:C?/C?, the ratio of copy numbers in the matrix and loop DNA when the same amounts of these fractions were used for ampliﬁcation;F?/F?, the ratio of DNA yields in these fractions. C, An interpretation of R?/R?. When a binding equilibrium is postulated between MARs and MAR-binding proteins(1), the equation of equilibrium(2)and the relationship shown in(3)give the relationship between R?/R?and the binding constant K(4).
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detectable in the immunoprecipitate, suggesting that the Zw5 and BEAF bound to these elements were associated with each other to make the DNA region between the sites a looped-out chromatin. Since this result alone does not rule out the possible contribution of the Zw5-BEAF complex unbound to scs, the 3 C technique was used here and the results were consistent with the looping model
［51］. There should be many loop structures in the nucleus that are formed on the same principle. Therefore,
this technique would be useful in various applications,
such as for clarifying the molecular mechanisms of insula-
tors, enhancers, and MARs.
Conclusions
 
As described in this review, real-time in vivo observa-
tion of nuclei clearly suggests that the nuclear matrix, as a biochemical entity, resembles a dynamic nuclear com-
partment. Recently, it seems a general tendency among researchers in this ﬁeld to avoid the term nuclear matrix.
This is unfortunate, because the word“matrix”itself is perfectly acceptable in this case, which is compatible with its original meaning, “something within which something else originates, develops, or takes form”. We do not think the term should be abandoned, but rather that other terms such as nucleoskeleton or nuclear scaﬀold that evoke a more static image may be discouraged unless an interchromatin component as immobile as nuclear lamina is identiﬁed in vivo. Similarly, the words attachment or tethering may not be particularly suitable for describing the connection between nuclear DNA and the matrix, and MAR might come to be considered an acronym for matrix-addressed region rather than matrix attachment region. It is our hope that more dynamic interpretation of the nuclear matrix reloaded with new ideas will soon gain universal acceptance.
As the sequence information becomes available, it will be possible to analyze the temporal changes in the local chromatin structure of any genomic region by using qPCR. Higher throughput analysis is feasible by sub-
stituting DNA microarrays for qPCR analysis. Real-time visualization techniques for living cells are increasingly being applied to molecular interactions and visualization of a single molecule. Clearly, the world of nuclear dynamics is expanding rapidly.
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